
Introduction to Cellular Respiration,  Photosynthesis, and Homeostasis





Today’s Objective
 SC.8.L.18.1 Describe and investigate the process of photosynthesis, such as the roles of light, carbon dioxide, water and chlorophyll production of food release of oxygen. AA (Cognitive Complexity : High)
 SC.8.L.18.2 Describe and investigate how cellular respiration breaks down food to provide energy and releases carbon dioxide. 
 SC.8.L.18.4 Cite evidence that living systems follow the Laws of Conservation of Mass and Energy. AA (Cognitive Complexity : High)



Introduction: Holding your breath
Pinch your nose shut, and see how long you can hold your breath.

 Why did you eventually have to breathe in?



Guided Notes: Respiration & Photosynthesis





So what happens when you breathe?

BUT IT’S NOT THIS SIMPLE….

Oxygen (O2) goes in

Carbon dioxide (CO2) goes out



Guided Notes: Cellular Respiration
 Respiration is the process that breaks down sugar to make energy.  It happens in all living cells.
 How does respiration work?

Reactants (what goes in)

Oxygen +  Sugar(O2)      (C6H12O6)
Products (what comes out)

Water + Carbon Dioxide(H2O)            (CO2)
+ ENERGY!!



Cellular Respiration
 Cellular Respiration  takes place in the mitochondria of all eukaryotic cells. This is why they call it the “powerhouse” of the cell.



So where does all this oxygen come from??
 PLANTS doing PHOTOSYNTHESIS!



What does photosynthesis mean?
 Photo =

light
 Synthesis = 

putting things together
 Photosynthesis = 

putting things together with light



Chloroplasts (Plant Cells)
The green pigment (chlorophyll) absorbs the light energy from the Sun.

Photosynthesis takes place in the chloroplasts of plant cells.



Guided Notes: Photosynthesis
 Photosynthesis is how plants use sunlight to make oxygen and sugar.

 Look familiar?
 It’s just respiration in reverse!

Reactants (what goes in) Products (what comes out)

Oxygen +  Sugar(O2)      (C6H12O6)Water + Carbon Dioxide(H2O)            (CO2)
+ ENERGY from sunlight





Discussion Question
 Why is photosynthesis important to YOU?


